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opposition to their wishes. But there are times when you have to obey
a call which is the highest of all, the voice of conscience., even though
such obedience may cost many a bitter tear, nay even more, separa-
tion from friends, from family, from the state to which you may
belong, from all that you have held as dear as life itself. For this
obedience is the law of our being. I have no further and other defence
to offer for my conduct. My regard for the signatories to the mani-
festo remains undiminished, and my faith in the efficiency of satya-
graha is so great that I feel that if those who have taken the pledge
will be true to it we shall be able to show to them that they will find
when we have come to the end of this struggle that there was no
cause for alarm or misgivings. There is, I know, resentment felt even
by some satyagrahis over the manifestoes. I would warn satyagrahis
that such resentment is against the spirit of satyagraha. I would per-
sonally welcome an honest expression of difference of opinion from
any quarter and more so from friends because it puts us on our guard.
"There is much recrimination, innuendo and insinuation in our
public life, and if the satyagraha movement purges it of this grave
defect as it ought to, it will be a very desirable by-product. I wish
further to suggest to satyagrahis that any resentment of the two
manifestoes would be but a sign of weakness on our part. Every move-
ment, and satyagraha most of all, must depend upon its own inherent
strength, but not upon the weakness or silence of its critics.
"Let us, therefore, see wherein lies the strength of satyagraha. As
the name implies it is in an insistence on truth which dynamically
expressed means love; and by the law of love we are required not
to return hatred for hatred, violence for violence, but to return good
for evil. As Sarojini Devi told you yesterday^ the strength lies in a
definite recognition of the true religious spirit and the action corres-
ponding to it, and when once you introduce the religious element in
politics, you revolutionize the whole of your political outlook. You
achieve reform then not by imposing suffering on those who resist
it, but by taking the suffering upon yourselves and so in this move-
ment we hope by the intensity of our sufferings to affect and alter
the Government's resolution not to withdraw these objectionable
bills. It has, however, been suggested that the Government will
leave the handful of satyagrahis completely alone and not make
martyrs of them. But there is here, in my humble opinion, bad
logic and an uifwarranted assumption of fact. If satyagrahis are left

